Make the first move with real
estate news and commentary
Covering breaking news and the latest industry trends for
the real estate sector, we publish sector-focused stories
to deliver the critical insights you need to understand what
is driving the markets. Our journalists are always thinking
of ways to keep you ahead with their deep subject matter
expertise and skillful mining of real estate related data sets.

Comprehensive & Timely Coverage
We comb through a variety of company-issued documents, third-party sources and
wire/PR services so you only have to turn to one. We attend top industry events and
monitor market trends so you never miss a story that matters. Our comprehensive
and timely news gathering operation combined with our enterprise journalism
creates a unique news source essential to any sector-focused professional.
Types of news covered on a daily basis:
-- Property transactions

-- Earnings and guidance

-- Mergers and acquisitions

-- Dividend changes

-- Capital offerings

-- Legal actions

-- Ratings actions

-- Strategic initiatives

-- C-level executive changes

Data Integration
Go beyond the typical news article with data-driven stories you can’t find anywhere
else. We leverage financial and industry-specific data in our reporting so you can
easily turn information into actionable insights. Our analysts integrate data sets and
templates into our articles to help you dig deeper, further your research, and better
understand the numbers behind the narratives.

Veteran Editorial Staff
Behind every story is a reporter – passionate about a topic. Our editorial staff
includes reporters and editors across the world dedicated to delivering headlines
in real-time. They have deep expertise on the markets and sectors they follow, and
media outlets call upon many of them for commentary on breaking industry news.
They stay on top of the stories so you can stay on top of the marketplace.

Delivery
Get the news you need, when you need it. Whether you’re at your desk or on the go,
our news team keeps you updated. Receive real-time alerts to your desktop or mobile
device, opt for a convenient daily summary, or stream news via RSS or XML feed over FTP.

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry
data, research, and news into tools that help track performance,
generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive
and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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